The registration of intraoperative Ultrasound (US) with preoperative Magnetic Resonance (MR) images is a challenging problem due to the difference of information contained in each image modality. To overcome this difficulty, we introduce a new probabilistic function for similarity measurements based on the mean curvature of MR isophots and US hyperchogenic structures. Experiments were carried out on 3 patients and compared with three other registration approaches. The results show that the proposed method converges robustly compared to the standard registration techniques, with a computational time compatible with intraoperative use.
INTRODUCTION
The information and the artifacts present in US and MR images being of different nature, the registration of these two modalities is a difficult task. Registration approaches based on classical similarity measure such as Sum Square Difference (SSD), Mutual Information (MI) or Correlation Ratio (CR) are known to fail [1] . Previous works have studied three options to register US and MR images : (a) the matching of homologous features extracted from both images [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] , (b) the preprocessing of the images to make US images and MR images more similar in order to use classical similarity measures [7, 8, 9] and (c) the iconic registration based on a specific similarity measure matching the US and MR image intensities [1] .
Landmark-based registration represents the majority of the approaches in the context of US to MR registration.The motivation is bound to the difficulty of finding a function matching US image intensities with MR image intensities. Based on definition of region of interest in US and MR images, these methods register points, lines or surfaces. The main disadvantage of landmark-based registration is the sensitivity to the segmentation.
Intensity-based approach using histogram-based similarity measures tends to overcome the problem by preprocessing the images in oder to register similar images. In [7] the segmentation and the magnitude gradient of the MR image are used to simulate a pseudo-US, then the Correlation Coefficient (CC) is used as the similarity measure. In [8] , the Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) is used to register the gradient magnitude images of both modalities. Intensity-based approaches use the MR image gradient in the registration procedure because US images are considered as similar to gradient images.
To the best of our knowledge, Roche et al. [1] were the only to incorporate the transformation of MR image into pseudo-US in the similarity measure : the Bivariate Correlation Ratio (BCR). The registration procedure is split into two steps : (a) the estimation of the polynomial function matching the intensity and the gradient of the MRI with the US image and (b) the estimation of the transformation minimizing the BCR.
In the context of Image-Guided NeuroSurgery (IGNS), we propose a new objective function based on a probabilistic map of hyperechogenic structures composed of the mean curvature (M lvv) of the preoperative MR image and the segmentation of the pathological tissues. The M lvv operator was introduced to detect the sulci and the cerebral falx [10] which are the hyperechogenic structures of the brain in ultrasound images.
METHOD

Probabilistic objective function
Contrary to histogram-based approaches which match all the information in both images, the proposed approach consists in matching the informative features : the hyperechogenic structures. The registration process is based on the estimation of the transformationT maximizing the conjoint probability for a voxel X = (x, y, z) to be included in hyperechogenic structure in both modalities :
where p(X ∈ Φ US ) is the probability for X to be included in an hyperechogenic structure of the US image and p(X ∈ Φ MR ) is the probability for X to be included in an hyperechogenic structure (in the sense of the ultrasound image) of the MR image. As the probabilities are independent, we can write :
The maximization of Eq. 2 is achieved by a simplex procedure within a multiresolution scheme.
Construction of the probability maps
In order to construct the probability maps, we define a function f matching the intensity of the US image and the MR image with the probability for X to be included in an hyperechogenic structure :
where u : Ω −→ R is an image defined on Ω. For intraoperative US image U , the evaluation of f is done during surgery and is only a normalizing function :
where n is the number of bits of the unsigned encoded image. For preoperative MR image V , the evaluation of f is done prior to surgery and is based both on the M lvv operator and the manual segmentation of the pathological tissue performed by the neurosurgeon. The M lvv operator is used instead of gradient operator because it is more specific than the gradient operator extracting relevant features that are present in both MR and US images (see comparison of M lvv and gradient operator Fig. 1 ). Thus, f is defined as :
where M 1 represents the positive value of M lvv map computed on the brain tissue without the pathological tissue segmentation M 2 . The M lvv operator is defined in 3D as :
where
. Ψ(X) is the probability given to X in the segmentation of pathological tissue M 2 and Ψ() is used to incorporate a priori on pathology. For hyperechogenic pathological tissue such as cavernoma or low-grade glioma Ψ(X) is high. For hyporechogenic pathological tissue such as necrosis or cyst Ψ(X) is low. In other words, the M lvv is computed from MR image on the extracted brain by masking the pathological tissue. Then, only the positive values (i.e. the sulci and the falx) are kept. Finally, the M lvv map is fused with the manual segmentation M 2 (see Fig. 1 ).
Validation framework
Our approach was compared with three other approaches : (1) the Mutual information (MI), (2) the Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) on the gradient images of MR and US images as described in [8] and (3) the Correlation-Ratio on map extracted from MR (viewed as a "pseudo-US") and the US image. The latter can be considered similar to the method described in [7] . The simplex was used as optimization procedure within a multiresolution scheme for all the compared approaches.
MATERIAL
Data acquisition
T1 sense 3D sequences were used to acquired preoperative T1-weighted MR image on a 3T Philips Gyroscan scanner. The manual segmentation of the pathological tissue was performed before the surgery. After skull stripping from [11] , the M lvv was computed on the brain tissue denoised with the Non Local Means filter [12] .
During the IGNS procedure, the US probe (Sonosite cranial 7 − 4M Hz probe) was tracked by the Polaris cameras of the Stealth Station TREON (Medtronic Inc). The Sononav software installed on neuronavigator acquired the 2D B-scans and the probe positions. From the 2D B-scans and their positions, a 3D volume was reconstructed with the Probe Trajectory method introduced in [13] .
MR-US registration of the neuronavigation system
At the beginning of the neurosurgical procedure, the coordinate system of the preoperative MR image and the coordinate system of the intraoperative field are related by a rigid registration. Performed by the neuronavigator, this rigid registration is based on surface matching between preoperative MR image and the position of points acquired on the patient's head with the position pointer.
Pathology of the patients
In this study, hyperechogenic pathologies such as cavernoma (patient 1, see Fig. 2 and patient 2, see Fig. 3 ) and lowgrade glioma (patient 3, see Fig. 4 ) have been chosen. For the experiments, we have tested the simplest model for Ψ(X). According to the neurosurgeron, the lesional tissue was considered both homogenic and hyperechogenic ; thus Ψ(X) was set to 1 (see Eq. 5). Example of intraoperative image and probability map for patient 2 are presented in Fig. 1 . For each patient, two sequences were acquired before opening the dura. As it is generally admitted [8] , we assumed that no brainshift occurs before opening of the dura. For each patients two B-scans sequences were studied. The registration was classified as successful (+) if visually the registration improves the overlay of the images given by neuronavigator, or unsuccessful (-) in the other cases.
RESULTS
Method
Tab. 1 shows the result of the registration procedures for the different similarity measures. These results underline that MI is not adapted for this kind of multimodal registration. Our implementation of the method proposed in [8] failed on all cases, maybe due to the acoustic shadows present in the data. The correlation ratio on maps converged when the segmenta- tion of the pathology is entirely included in the US volume. Nonetheless, for patient 1 and 3, only a part of the lesion intersects the US volume. In these cases, this approach failed. The results obtained with our methods are presented in Fig 2, 3 and 4. The proposed approach converged in all cases and was visually accurate. The registration procedures take less than two minutes on Pentium(R) M at 2GHz. A priori defining in the preoperative MR image the most probable locations of high intensity in the intraoperative US images seems to be an efficient way to register intraoperative US and preoperative MR brain images.
CONCLUSION
This paper presents a new framework for the 3D rigid registration of US and MR brain images. This framework is based on the probabilistic objective function of the hyperechogenic brain structures extracted from MR images. The experiments performed on 3 patients show that our approach converges robustly compared to methods such as the Mutual Information (MI), the Normalized MI on the gradient images or the Correlation Ratio on the US images and the pseudo-US created from MR images. The computational burden required for our method is compatible with intraoperative use. The visually accuracy of our methods has been shown but its quantitative accuracy needs to be futher investigated. Left : registration given by the neuronavigation system. Right : results after correction with our registration approach. In this case, the acoustic shadow artifact was present on the US image. The signal below the lesion was totally dark. The proposed approach allowed to overcome these artifacts without specific detection of the shadows. 
